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Merlin and the Cave of Dreams. 
 
Characters. 
 
Arthur 
Cei 
Ector \Rhitta of the Beards 
Gwyneth\ The Washer at the Ford 
Merlin 
Igraine 
Uther Pendragon 
 
  
Act One 
Scene One    -The Green Kingdom. 
Scene Two    -Hearth and Home. 
Scene Three    -Two Brothers. 
Scene Four    -The Cave of Dreams. 
Scene Five    -The Washer at the Ford. 
Act Two  
Scene Six    -The Lady of the Lake. 
Scene Seven  -Rhitta of the Beards. 
Scene Eight    -The Dragon’s Lair. 
Scene Nine    - Merlin and Arthur. 
Scene Ten    -The Sword in the Stone 
 
   
 
 
Note. 
The lines beginning, I am Merlin, I dream perfect dreams---’ 
[etc], are freely adapted from an anonymous 13th century poet 
who wrote, I am Taliesin. I sing perfect  metre, 
which will last to the end of the world.’ [etc]. 
I am indebted to the translation of Sir Ifor Williams. 
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Merlin and the Cave of Dreams 
Act one . Scene one. 
 
Merlin How long ago it was. 
 It was long ago 
 When the world was all wood and moss 
 And the trees were as many as the stars 
 And stretched forever greenward to the sea. 
 How long ago it was, 
 in the time of swords. 
  
 [The skies darken over Merlin and we hear the dark foreboding sound of 

crows. Merlin senses the shift in mood and quickens his pace as if his 
need to tell his story has been increased.] 

 
 How long ago it was 
 in the dark days, 
 When men wore the skins of beasts 
 Upon their backs 
 And hunted the deep woods 
 With bows and spears. 
 
 [Enter Arthur, followed by Cei] 
 
Cei Are you lost little brother? 
 
Arthur No. 
 
Cei Which way shall we go then? 
 
Arthur This way. 
 
Cei You’ll meet your death down there. For sure. 
 
Arthur --Liar. 
 
Cei Go then- go that way. 
 
 [Arthur starts to leave] 
 
Cei That way lives a brown bear, who’s been asleep most of the winter. If you 

wake her, sudden like, she’ll be angry, hungry and you brother would 
make a tasty little snack. 

 
Arthur How do you know this? 
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Cei There’s not enough meat on you for a full meal. 
 
Arthur How do you know about the bear? 
 
Cei We already passed it, twice. 
 
Arthur How could we have passed it, brother, if it’s down that way, and we have 

just arrived this way? 
 
Cei Because, since you took the lead we’ve been going round in circles. I’m 

getting fairly dizzy, and I’m thinking perhaps I, who am sworn to look after 
you ,should lead the way. 

 
Arthur And I’m thinking, that it’s my turn, to take the lead-for once. We shall go---- 

this way.  
 
 [Arthur exits but not towards the bear. Cei shakes his head and follows] 
 
Merlin How long ago it was 
 In the days of Uther Pendragon. 
 King Uther was mighty and cruel 
 and ruled the Kingdom of the trees 
 with a deadly sword, the length of a man. 
 But who would rule the day King Uther died, 
 for a kingdom without a King 
 is a mean and lawless place? 
 
Cei Arthur. Arthur! 
 
 [Enter Arthur followed by Cei. Arthur stops impatiently.] 
 
Merlin How long ago it was 
 when two brothers 
 walked in the deep woods 
 hunting and hunted. 
 
Arthur Shall I walk a little slower? 
 
Cei No. You go on alone brother. 
 
 [Arthur turns away] 
 
Cei But that way leads once again to a certain, painful death. 
 
Arthur Why? What lies down that path? 
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Cei Thorns. 
 
Arthur I’m not afraid of a few thorns. 
 
Cei A field of thorns. Push into them, they’re soft enough, come in they say- 

welcome-but try to turn back and oh they get angry then and sharp as any 
blade.  

 
Arthur I don’t believe you. 
 
Cei Go if you must, but when you’re dead don’t come complaining to me. 
 
Arthur Alright- brother-which way shall we go? 
 
Cei Why, are you lost ? 
 
Arthur No more than you. 
 
Cei But I am not lost. 
 
Arthur Then lead on. 
 
Cei Oh- me? You want me to lead. I shall- indeed. 
 
 [He sits down. Takes the bow off his back.] 
 
Arthur What are you doing? 
 
Cei This is it. 
 
Arthur This is what? 
 
Cei It. 
 
Arthur ‘It’, what? 
 
Cei Our hunting ground. This glade --. Father cut it back last leaf fall. Don’t 

you remember? All we have to do is sit and wait. 
 
Arthur Sitting and waiting isn’t what I call hunting. 
 
Cei But still sitting and waiting is what we must do. 
 
Arthur I wish I’d stayed at home. 
 
 [Cei ruffles his hair] 
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Arthur Don’t do that. 
 
  
 [Merlin who has been watching them, moves in the trees behind them.] 
 
Arthur Cei-did you see that? 
 
Cei What? 
 
Arthur Something moving in the trees. 
 
 [A single shaft of light comes through the canopy above.] 
 
Cei A shadow perhaps. 
 
 [The single shaft of sunlight is joined by many others and a beautiful 

emerald light fills the space.] 
 
Cei Father has made a lovely place of this- it was wild and dark before. 
 
Arthur I’m sure I saw----- something. 
 
Cei Are you hungry? Hey? 
 
 [They sit and eat.] 
 
Cei We’ll have to make a hide of course. 
 
Arthur I know. 
 
Cei We’ll use oak. Even though Father doesn’t like it. He says that when oak 

is cut down it screams like a man. 
 
Arthur I know. 
 
Cei You know? 
 
Arthur  Just because you’re older doesn’t make you more intelligent- or    

stronger- -- I'm stronger than you. 
 
Cei Oh? 
 
Arthur And- 
 
Cei And? 
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Arthur And twice as clever.  I heard Father say ‘Cei has the brains of a stoat’, or 

was it a weasel--well whichever creature has the smallest brain- or was it 
a ferret perhaps? No -it was a stoat. Brains of a stoat. That’s you brother. 

 [They eat for a moment longer, Arthur waiting for the attack he knows is 
coming and delights in. Suddenly Cei leaps on him. He starts to tickle 
Arthur without mercy.] 

 
Cei Take it back- take it all back. 
 
Arthur I do- I do. You are the strongest, best looking- intelligent--- stoat-that ever 

lived. 
 
 [The tickling assault continues] 
 
Arthur Stop-stop-stop-. Please. Please. 
 
Cei Now we have scared off every animal in the wood. We’ll have to wait till 

we are forgotten. 
 
 [With the following words Merlin induces sleep in the two boys.] 
 
Merlin The two brothers sat down in the lovely glade, 
 straightened their arrows of ash, sharpened the dark tips of iron. 
 A long time they lay, waiting for a deer or wild boar  
 to come snuffling for the green shoots of spring.  
 The day became warm around their skins  
 as the first bees of the year mumbled in the heavy air. 
 The food their mother had packed became a memory  
 and finally sleep came over them,  
 soft and warm as a woollen robe all golden at its fringe. 
 
 [Music has gathered behind these words, and the boys sleep. Merlin, now 

makes the sword in the stone appear. 
 Arthur wakes. He sees the sword and is slowly drawn to it as if in its 

power. He tries to pull it clear but cannot. He touches the blade and cuts 
his hand. He cries out] 

 
Merlin That’s a nasty wound . 
 
Arthur Who’s there? Who’s there? 
 
 [Merlin steps forward.] 
 
Merlin And for what? Were you thinking thoughts ? 
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Arthur Cei? 
 
Merlin Were you thinking that you a mere lad, a stripling, could pull the sword 

from the stone?  
 
Arthur Cei, Cei wake up! 
 
Merlin He’ll not wake, until I give my say- and nor will you. 
 
Arthur Stay back, I will defend myself. 
 
Merlin Why? Are you under attack? 
 
Arthur I have nothing to steal. 
 
Merlin I can see. I was wondering, Arthur, what you would look like. 
 
Arthur You know me? 
 
Merlin All your days. 
 
Arthur Who are you? 
 
Merlin Who I am is not the matter of this dream. 
 
Arthur This is no dream- my hand. 
 
Merlin Is bleeding. Blood is important Arthur. A gift that flows from the past to the 

future. 
 You’ve heard of the sword in the stone? 
 
Arthur Of course. 
 
Merlin And you know whoever pulls the sword from the stone shall be called the 

one true King of The Green Kingdom.  
 
Arthur Everyone knows. 
 
Merlin Isn’t it strange, that this stone, should appear before you- four days walk 

from where it truly stands. 
 
Arthur [Sleepily] Yes. 
 
Merlin Then be persuaded, this is a dream, and there’s a message in it ,that on 

waking you must recall. 
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Arthur A message? 
 
Merlin A knowledge.King Uther is dead and gone to that other place  
 across the ford . Even as I speak his mortal blood is being washed away. 

King Uther is dead. Do you have that now? Arthur? 
 
Arthur Yes. 
 
Merlin Sleep then. 
 
 [Music. The stone vanishes, and Arthur sleeps. The lights change as the 

day fades. Cei wakes with a start.] 
 
Cei Arthur. Arthur wake up. The sun has gone.  Arthur. [He Kicks him.] 
 
 [Arthur slowly wakes-his hand still badly cut. He winces] 
 
Cei Let me see . How did this happen? 
 
Arthur It was here Cei. It was here. 
 
Cei Give me a clue brother? What was here? 
 
Arthur The sword. The sword in the stone. 
 
Cei Ah. You had a dream, like you always do, and you went walking in your 

dream, like you always do, and you fell over and hurt yourself, like you 
always do. Mother will blame me for this wound. 

 
 [Cei wraps a bandage round Arthur’s hand.] 
 
Arthur He’s dead. 
 
Cei Who’s dead? 
 
Arthur King Uther is dead. 
 
Cei Idiot. Who could kill him? He has a sword the length of a man and when 

he rides into battle he breathes fire ,like a dragon. 
 
 [Arthur grabs his brothers arm.] 
 
Arthur He’s dead I tell you. I know it. We have no king. 
 
Cei If the King were dead the likes of you and I would be the last to hear the 

news. 
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 [Merlin, who has been watching,now pulls the bear skin on his back over 

his head, thus to the boys eyes becoming the bear itself. They hear a 
deep growl.] 

 
Arthur What’s that? 
 
Cei Stay there. 
 
Arthur What is it? 
 
Cei [Slowly backing up] its the bear. It’s woken now with all your dreaming. 
 
Arthur We have to run. 
 
Cei Don’t  run. Don’t run. Just slowly, slowly, head down, head down. Don’t 

stare. Arthur? Arthur? 
 
 [He looks round and Arthur has gone. The bear growls and Cei runs. Exit. 

Merlin becomes himself again.] 
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 Scene two. 
  
 [A hearth. Enter Gwyneth carrying an iron pot full of stew. 
 Enter Ector rolling an Iron ring the size of a wheel-which he then takes a 

hammer to, driving in some loose nails. The noise is an affront to his wife.] 
 
Gwyneth There’s a good blacksmith not far from here husband. 
 
Ector There’s a good cook too, but do I say that? 
 
Gwyneth You will injure yourself. 
 
Ector You will scald yourself. 
 
 [He works for a moment then strikes his thumb.] 
 
Ector Ah- 
 
Gwyneth You see. 
 
 [She proudly turns back to her pot and burns herself] 
 
Gwyneth Ow. 
 
Ector Its getting late-and dark. 
 
Gwyneth They’ll be fine. If it comes to it-they can sleep in a tree and come home 

tomorrow. You’ve done the same yourself. Now Eat. 
 
Ector I’m not hungry. 
 
Gwyneth You and Cei are always hungry. 
 
Ector I have no appetite. 
 
Gwyneth You’re ill. 
 
Ector No, I’m not ill. 
 
Gwyneth I’m not having you ill. 
 
Ector Just because a man won’t eat doesn’t mean he’s ill. 
 
Gwyneth A man who won’t eat won’t work, and is no use to anyone.  
 
 [She pushes it toward him, and he pushes it away.] 
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Gwyneth Then your belly is full off something else. Husband?  
 
Ector A feeling that’s all. I can’t explain, and nor do I have to. 
 
 [Silence] 
 
 Something's happened, or-something is going to happen. 
 
Gwyneth That’s true husband-- but then-- that’s always true-it need not mean a bad 

thing will happen. 
 
Ector What about the crows then? 
 
Gwyneth The crows? 
 
Ector This morning I saw an army of crows, all one one tree. The poor tree was 

dark with em, all silent they were-silent and dark like dead things. 
 
Gwyneth And what does that mean? 
 
Ector Who am I to say what it means?  
 
Gwyneth And this is why you won’t eat? 
 
Ector All I am saying is --change is in the air. I feel it. 
 
Gwyneth I feel it too-. Our sons will soon be men. We love them and fear for their 

safe return. Perhaps this is enough to remove the appetite of a good man. 
 
 [Arthur enters, staggering as if exhausted. His hand still bandaged] 
 
Gwyneth Arthur? 
 
Arthur Mother-is it you? 
 
Gwyneth Your hand? Where is Cei? 
 
Arthur Cei? 
 
Ector Arthur! Calm yourself and tell us where he is? 
 
Arthur Accident- terrible accident. 
 
Gwyneth What kind of accident? Arthur? 
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Arthur  A bear the size of- with teeth and claws--it charged -we ran- 
 But Cei. Poor Cei. 
 
 [A stunned silence.] 
 
Cei [Leaps into the space] Da Da. 
 
 [The parents stand in shock and the two boys realise in an instant that this 

was a joke in very poor taste.] 
 
Arthur }  
              It was his idea. 
Cei      } 
 
Gwyneth Don’t you ever-ever play such a trick again. 
 
Arthur Sorry. 
 
Gwyneth You frightened the breath out of me. 
 
 [Silence. Ector smiles] 
 
Gwyneth It’s not funny. 
 
Ector Well- It seems I’m hungry after all. 
 
 [She glares at him and thrusts a plate toward him.] 
 
Ector [To Cei] Did you find the place I cut away last leaf fall? 
 
Cei Yes Father. 
 
Ector  And what did you catch? A stag was it?  
 
Arthur I saw a stag father- but it never came close for an arrow.  
 
Cei It ran away. 
 
Ector Oh-a wild white pig then hey? I’m partial to a slice of that. Arthur, you have 

the gift of story-tell me.  
 
Arthur We did hear a wild pig Father-but 
 
Cei It ran away. 
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Ector Oh - A rabbit or two-perhaps. No? You’ve been hunting sun up to 
sundown- you must have caught something for the table. Cei? Arthur? 

 
Arthur Nothing. We caught nothing. 
 
Ector Nothing? At all? Not even an old pheasant- or, or, or, or-- 
 
Gwyneth Calm down. 
 
Ector Or - or a few mushrooms. Don’t tell me- you surrounded some mushrooms 

but they ran away. 
 
 [Gwyneth laughs] 
 
Ector It’s not funny. 
 
Gwyneth Let the boys speak husband.   
 
Arthur We caught nothing Father because of the bear-  
 
Cei There was a bear-  
 
Arthur A brown bear. Very big and--- brown -all over. 
 
Ector [Sternly]I will have no lies. 
 
Arthur But I’m not-- 
  
Ector A boy who lies, grows into a man who lies and a man who lies is no friend 

of mine. Cei-tell me what happened. 
 
Cei Arthur fell asleep. 
 
Arthur So did you. 
 
Cei Arthur had a dream. 
 
Arthur Cei? 
 
Ector Oh aye-what dream was this? 
 
Gwyneth What happened to your hand? 
 
Ector His hand is nothing-tell me the dream. 
 
Arthur   I cut myself that’s all. 
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Cei In his dream. 
 
Arthur You promised not to tell. 
 
Ector Tell what. Arthur? 
 
Arthur I’m sure its not important. 
 
Cei Though it seemed real at the time--so he said. 
 
Ector Tell me the dream. Arthur 
 
Arthur I can’t see the dream now- but there was a voice -a message --  
 
Ector What was the message? 
 
Cei Go on-- 
 
Arthur King Uther is dead. King Uther is dead’-and something about -washing. 
 
 [Silence] 
 
Gwyneth King Uther lives. If he were dead-every beacon would burn with the news. 
 
 [A sudden knocking from outside that startles them all.]  
 
Ector Cei. 
 
Arthur I’ll go. 
 
Ector You stay. 
 
 [Exit  Cei] 
 
Ector Who gave you this message? 
 
Arthur What does it matter? We all know that Uther lives, don’t we Mother.  
 
Ector I’m your Father. When I ask a question you answer. 
 
Gwyneth Arthur. Answer. 
 
Arthur I don’t know , and I don’t care.It was just a dream. Why do you stare so? 
 
 [Enter Cei] 
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Gwyneth Who is it Cei? 
 
Cei A beggar looks to me. 
 
Ector By what name? 
 
Cei No name that he would give, but says he’s well known to you. 
 
Arthur That’s strange- my hand? The wound is healed- and no scar at all.  
 
 [Gwyneth moves closer to Ector] 
 
Cei What’s going on? 
 
Ector Show the man in. Now. 
 
 [Cei turns and Merlin is already entering.] 
 
Merlin What’s the matter with you Ector, that you keep me waiting outside like a 

stranger? 
 
Ector Merlin. 
 
Merlin You’ve put on weight .Have you been living a soft life? 
 Gwyneth. Your man has lost his looks in the mirror- but you have found 

yours.  
 
Gwyneth His looks suit me well enough.  
 
Merlin Am I to die of thirst? 
 
Ector Not in my house. 
 
 [Gwyneth gives him a drink, he drinks long and burps foully, then wipes 

his mouth. Gwyneth stares at him.] 
 
Merlin  Forgive my manners. I’m not used to company. 
 
Ector Manners never made a man . You’re welcome. It’s been many years. 
 
Merlin Fourteen years. 
 
Gwyneth Why have you come? 
 
Merlin You will be the first to know.[ Silence] King Uther is dead. 
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 [Gwyneth sits, shaken] 
 
Arthur Mother? 
 
Merlin Last night he attacked a village where he supposed his enemies lay 

hidden. He set the place on fire. The flames startled his horse- the horse 
reared- the King fell- broke his neck.  

 That’s why I’ve come. 
 
Cei But why here? What’s this to do with us? 
 
Ector Cei, my son, leave us for a moment. 
 
Cei Why? 
 
Ector Do as I say. 
 
Cei Arthur-- 
 
Ector Arthur stays. 
 
 [Exit Cei] 
 
Gwyneth Merlin, I urge you-I beg you- from my heart-go-pretend that you do not 

know us-that we be forgotten. Let us be forgotten. Ector? 
 
Merlin You’ve not told him then? 
 
Ector No. 
 
Merlin Nothing at all? 
 
Ector No. 
 
Merlin [To Gwyneth] This is not as I wished, or foresaw, but it can’t be 

helped.Now is the telling time. 
 
 [Gwyneth turns away] 
 
Arthur What is it Father? What is there to tell? Who is this man? 
 
Ector Arthur. 
 
Gwyneth No. 
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Ector His name his Merlin- a prophet- a wise man. Fourteen years ago- he came 
to us, as he has tonight- unbidden. In his arms he held a child. A boy. 

 
Arthur What’s this got to do with me? 
 
Merlin Be swift sir Ector- 
 
Ector For pity’s sake man!   
 Arthur, ---we always meant to tell you, but somehow, it never seemed the 

right day, and you were so happy in our care. 
 
Arthur I don’t understand. 
 
Ector In plain words, I am not- your Father. I am not the Father of your birth. 

Gwyneth-- 
 
Gwyneth Arthur-- 
 
Ector Is not the Mother of your birth, though we have brought you up these 

fourteen years as if you were our own. 
 
Arthur But I- I am Arthur-your son. You’ve always told me so- and told the world 

the same, that I am-------Mother? 
 Who am I then? If I’m not your son-who am I? 
 
 [Ector looks at Merlin] 
 
Merlin Tell him. 
 
Gwyneth No. Go away .Go away. 
 
Arthur I will know who I am. 
 
Ector You are the only son of King Uther Pendragon. 
 
Merlin Who was killed-last night- by his own horse- who like all others took a 

stern dislike to him. 
 
Gwyneth Arthur. We have loved you. We love you still. We will always love you. 
 [She turns on Merlin] He’s not ready for this- go- give us time with him- 

come back when he’s a man. Merlin-if you are wise? 
 [Merlin stands his ground] 
 Arthur- nothing has changed. Nothing. 
 
Arthur How can you say that? Everything has changed. 
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 [Slowly Arthur Exits, as Cei enters] 
 
Cei  What’s the matter with him? 
 
Ector Go after him Cei. See that he’s safe. 
 
Cei Go after him? See that he’s safe? Why? 
 
Ector Because I ask you. 
 
 [Exit Cei] 
 
Merlin I know - I have the tact of a stone- but I also know that all can be well. 
 
Gwyneth And how would you know that, who has never been a father -or a son to 

anyone? 
 
Merlin We are a kingdom without a king. That’s what I know. And those who 

would be king gather- like the crows .In one month they will meet at the 
stone. When they discover that none of them, not one, can pull it clear 
they will fight for the kingship of this land, and blood will flow across it like 
a mighty tide - right up to the door of this very house.  

 Is that what you want? I will take care of your son. I give you my word.  
 
 [Exit Merlin] 
 
Gwyneth Our son? 
 
 [Enter Arthur. He picks up his rough cloak and  puts it on. A broach 

attaches one side to the other.] 
 
Gwyneth Arthur- stay here- stay with us.  
 
Ector You’re angry now- it’s understood. 
 
Arthur No Father-- it’s not.  
 
Gwyneth Take off your cloak- It’s- it’s not clean. And-sit --we - have- have some 

food- 
 
Arthur Why? Is this my home? 
 
Gwyneth Always. 
 
Arthur Is that why you lied to me, all these years? 
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Ector We didn’t lie Arthur. 
 
Arthur It must have started when you were a boy. Because a boy who lies, grows 

into a man who lies and a man who lies is --- 
 
 [Ector strikes Arthur once] 
 
Gwyneth NO! 
 
Ector My son? 
 
Arthur But I’m not your son. I am the only son of King Uther Pendragon. A mighty 

and cruel King who was hated even by his own horse. Is that not so? 
 
 [Exit Arthur. Enter Cei.] 
 
Cei I couldn’t find him anywhere. He must be hiding. [He looks at his shocked 

parents] Will someone tell me what’s going on? 
 
 [Exasperated he exits] 
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 Scene Three 
 
 [Lights rise on Arthur. Merlin chants to himself- guiding Arthur who 

stumbles wildly through the woods.] 
 
Merlin My name is Merlin 
 I dream perfect dreams 
 that will last to the end of the world. 
 I know why milk is white, why holly is green 
 Why a cuckoo complains, why it sings. 
 I know what beasts there are at the bottom of the sea 
 Why fishes have scales 
 Why a white swan has black feet 
 Why the linnet is green and berries red. 
 I know how many spears in a battle 
 How many drops in a shower- 
 I am Merlin----- 
 
 [Cei, interrupts this sequence.] 
 
Cei Where are you going? 
 
Arthur Go away Cei. 
 
Cei What happened back there? Who was that man?  
 
Arthur Go away! 
 
Cei I promised Mother I’d look after you, and here you are running off into the 

trees with no food, no water,not even a knife to save you from being 
robbed. Have you lost your senses little brother? 

 
Arthur Never call me that again. I am not little---and I am not, your brother. 
 
Cei Those are big words - --- and I don’t know the meaning of them. 
 
Arthur The man’s name is Merlin. 
 
Cei So? What did he he say? 
 
Arthur Your parents, are not mine. It was all a long lie. Somehow-I’ve always felt- 

known something [pause] Everything's changed Cei---now step aside. 
 
Cei You think it’s possible then-that one day we can be brothers, and believe it 

and the next, we’re not, just because some badly dressed foul smelling 
wizard’ comes by and says so? 
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Arthur Let me pass. 
 
Cei And now you’re- running away? 
 
Arthur I’m not running away--let me pass. 
 
Cei Perhaps I should run away an’ all . Why not? If you have been lied to then 

so have I. 
 
 [Arthur tries to go by him but Cei blocks his way.] 
 
Cei And if I’m not your brother, why should I care whether you pass or not. 

Today-I’m  thinking- you shall not pass.  
 
Arthur I don’t want to fight you ,I just want you to go away. 
 
Cei That’s your trouble Arthur  you’ve always been given exactly what you 

want. Like you were someone special, well you’re not, and I shall look 
after you whether you like it or not. 

 
Arthur Have you no ears, no brains? You are released from your promise. And 

perhaps I’m sick of you Cei, and the care you take of me. Perhaps I don’t 
want you as brother. 

 
 [Arthur tries to pass again. Cei bars his way. Merlin watches from the trees 

as they fight. The fight is real and Cei wins. Cei has hurt Arthur and is 
upset.] 

 
Cei Arthur? 
 
Arthur I never wish to see you again. 
 
Cei Is it true----we’re not brothers? I will tell Father-I couldn’t find you.  
 
 [Exit Cei] 
 
 [Arthur continues his Journey deeper into the woods.] 
  
Merlin How long ago it was 
 When the world was all wood and moss 
 And stretched forever greenward to the sea---- 
 
Arthur Hello- is anyone there? 
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Merlin Three days, three nights, three suns, three moons , the boy stumbled like 
a square wheel through the belly of  the forest. At last he reached, an 
airless place of ivy and dark smelling reeds a place discarded by bird and 
beast and there he fell down in torment. 

 Scene Four 
 
 [Arthur has collapsed exhausted. When he begins to stir the lights rise to 

reveal the interior of Merlin’s cave. It is warm, and there is a pool of water, 
by which Arthur now lies.] 

 
Merlin Wake up boy. 
 
Arthur Where am I? 
 
Merlin You’re with me, and there’s much to do. 
 
Arthur A cave?  How did I get here?  
 
Merlin There was a path .Now get up. 
 
Arthur Is this a dream? 
 
Merlin Not yet.  Come here . Come here. 
 
 [Arthur stares at him.] 
 
Merlin Uh-please. That’s the -the magic word. There’s food, for your journey. 
 
Arthur What journey? Ah, my head. 
 
Merlin You need to drink good water. You walked three days, bumping into trees, 

falling down holes, it’s a wonder you didn’t break your neck too.   You fell 
down exhausted, on rotten ground and that’s when the spider bit you.  I 
brought  you here. 

 
Arthur A spider? 
 
Merlin Only a small thing- but full of power. Power it uses to great effect. The 

spider and I had a fruitful conversation about it. Now eat. 
 
Arthur What is it? 
 
Merlin Food for thought. Eat. 
 
Arthur No.I will not eat, simply because you command it. 
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Merlin Can you not reason child-you walked three days without eating- another 
two days in fever without eating. That’s five days without eating- you 
simply have to eat or drop down dead. It’s not a trick. 

 
Arthur Five days ? 
 
Merlin Five days we did not have. Our time is running short. Now please eat- a 

little. 
 
Arthur That? 
 
Merlin Are you going to be difficult? Do I have to force you to eat? 
 
Arthur [Suddenly grabs a knife and threatens Merlin.]  
 You come to our house, say a few words and the world changes. Why? 

What do you want? 
 
 [Merlin stares at the knife which slowly becomes hot in Arthur’s grasp. 

Eventually he lets it go with a cry of pain. Merlin grabs Arthur's hand and 
thrusts it into some water.] 

 
Merlin The same hand too? Your sword hand. 
 
Arthur How did you do that? 
 
Merlin What is it Arthur that distinguishes us from the beasts in the wood? Its the 

power of our thoughts. Our imaginings. With them we can do anything. We 
need not stay here-in this moment-we can close our eyes and see the 
past-and if you really try- we can see the future. The question is what do 
you want the future to be? Now eat, a boys stomach is meant to be in the 
here and now. 

 
 [Arthur eats] 
 
Merlin We will never argue about food again. I give you my word. 
 
Arthur Is it true? 
 
Merlin Is what true? 
 
Arthur That I am King Uther’s son? 
 
Merlin  I was at your birth. King Uther gave you to me. 
 
Arthur He gave me away? 
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Merlin And I gave you to sir Ector and his wife Gwyneth. I searched for them a 
long time Arthur. A long time- 

 
Arthur What happened to my mother?The mother of my birth? 
 
Merlin Why? 
 
Arthur I need to know- 
 
Merlin What you need to know is who you are. 
 
Arthur Isn’t that the same thing? 
 
Merlin I don’t know Arthur. What compelled you in the forest to pull the sword 

clear? Was it the blood of Uther-that flows in your veins- or some other  
impulse? Why not me-you thought- the son of Ector and Gwyneth. I could 
be King.  

 
Arthur I’m no king. I’m just a boy brought up in a village made of wood and mud, 

and you know it. If you won’t answer my questions I’ll go. 
 
 [He stands up to leave] 
 
Merlin Her name was Igraine-the mother of your birth. She died the very moment 

you were born. 
 
Arthur [Shocked] She too is dead?  
 
Merlin She was beautiful, and kind. A fine woman Arthur. 
 
 [Arthur pushes his food aside] 
 
Merlin Why are you angry? None of this is your fault- you were an infant. 
 
Arthur I’m not angry. 
 
Merlin I had forgot the emotions of your age.   
 This is not as I planned. Uther should not have died until you were ready.  
 
Arthur Ready for what? 
 
Merlin To be made King you fool. Why else do you think you’re here.  
 
Arthur Who are you to tell me what I must do. I am not part of your plan. 
 
Merlin You must fulfill your Mother’s dream. 
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Arthur But my mother is dead, and I can never know her dreams- or hear her 

voice , or see her face.  And Uther is dead too- and no one knows that I 
am their son 

 
Merlin That is why you must pull the sword from the stone. 
 
Arthur Never -not for you.  
 
 [He makes to leave again] 
 
Merlin Is that what you want? Is that what you need, to see their faces? The face 

of Uther- and Igraine? 
 
Arthur They are dead and you are -out of your mind. 
 
 [Grabs him] 
 
Merlin I was once Arthur . Perhaps I still am- mad enough to dream of life not 

death . Mad enough to dream that you can bring this to us. What made me 
mad? War-war made me mad. I have seen the villages burn, heard the 
children scream and counted the dead as crows fed from their eyes.  

 [He pushes Arthur away roughly.] 
 The horror turned my mind. I ran into the forest , a mad fool. Your Mother 

found me-held me in her arms-told me of her dream- and my sanity 
returned.  

 
Arthur What dream? 
 
 [ Merlin Shrugs] 
 
Merlin Ask her. 
 
Arthur You’re the fool . How may I ask her- if she’s dead? 
 
Merlin Shh! Look into the water Arthur. What do you see? 
 
 [Music as he looks in.] 
 
Arthur I see --nothing. 
 
Merlin Look through the water to the other side. What do you see now? 
 
Arthur An orchard. I see an orchard with blossom- it falls like snow - but the trees 

are not bare. 
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 [Music stops]  
 
Merlin That is where Igraine the Mother of your birth, will spend eternity. 
 She is in the Otherworld where all souls must go when life ends here in 

the world above. It’s a strange place Arthur-there are isles as-- quite as 
orchards and mountains, steep and red with fire. The sky has no colour 
that can be named. 

 
Arthur You’ve been there? 
 
Merlin Where else may a wise man gain his wisdom? The dead take their 

knowledge with them-it’s men like I who retrieve it, for the benefit of the 
living. 

 
Arthur Then I’ll go there too. I will speak to them. Help me Merlin. Help me. 
 
Merlin Why? Who are you Arthur? To gain entry to such a world? Are you brave?  

Can you keep your word, or are you a cheat, a liar? Are you a fool with 
straw for brains? Or wise- A scholar a dreamer. A king? Or just a boy from 
a village made of wood and mud? 

 
Arthur I-I don’t know. I don’t know . I only know that l will go to the Otherworld.   I 

must. 
 
Merlin  Mortal men who go to the Otherworld most times do not come back. It’s 

inhabited by strange and dangerous beings, giants, faeries, dragons, 
everything a mind can think on. 

 
Arthur  How may I get there? 
 
Merlin You need my help? Yes. I can see that now. Even though you’re not part 

of anyone’s plan. 
 
Arthur  Just tell me. 
 
Merlin There are many ways-but the best way to my reckoning-is through the 

water. This pool is no ordinary pool Arthur. It’s as deep as the world.  
Arthur What must I do?  
 
Merlin You must trust me. Do you trust me Arthur? 
 
Arthur No. 
 
Merlin Then you are brave. Close your eyes. Listen to my voice and take one 

step at a time.  
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 My name is Merlin 
 I dream perfect dreams 
 That will last to the end of the world. 
 I have been a blue salmon, 
 I have been a wolf, a stag, 
 I have been owl and mouse 
 In the moment of fury and the moment of peace. 
 I have been man and woman. 
 I have been dead 
 And lived a thousand years. 
  
  
 I dream perfect dreams 
 That will last to the end of the world. 
 
 [Arthur walks slowly to the centre of the pool. The lights change, as with a 

cry he plunges down into it. We hear beneath the music a rush of water.] 
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 Scene Five 
 
 [The music changes-it becomes surreal.  The Otherworld into which Arthur 

has fallen has a sky but it is not blue.  The pool’ into which is still present 
but has changed colour.  

 He is now alone- but an image of Merlin is kept, as if they are now on 
opposite sides of a mirror.] 

 
Arthur Merlin? 
 
Merlin I’m here. 
 
Arthur Where? 
 
Merlin Look back- see my watery eyes. 
 
 [Arthur looks into the water and see’s Merlin’s face.] 
 
Arthur But if you are there- where am I? 
 
Merlin You are on the other side Arthur.You are in the Otherworld. Be true to 

yourself and come back in one piece . 
 
Arthur But how may I--? 
 
 [Merlin muddies the water with a shake of his hand and his image 

vanishes] 
 
Arthur Merlin? 
 
 [Arthur turns and looks about him and hears a woman mumbling to 

herself.] 
 
Arthur Hello? Who’s there? Hello? 
 
 [Slowly the woman enters, she has a huge head the size of a horse from 

which falls long matted dirty hair. Her ugliness is enormous. She carries a 
large bundle of clothes. She is, The washer at the ford’. Arthur backs away 
from her.] 

 
Woman What are you staring at? Its filthy rude. Did your mother never tell you? 
 
Arthur Who are you? 
 
Woman Who are you, that have no blood about him? 
 [She empties the clothes from the bag, they are covered in blood] 
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 Not like these, all blood these be. 
 
Arthur Will you answer me woman? 
 
Woman And still you stare. A sheep are ya-all stare and no thought? 
 
 [Arthur tries to look directly at her, but cannot.] 
 
Woman You think I’m ugly? Hey? Hey? They all do what come this way-all bloody 

and cold. How did you die? 
 
Arthur I didn’t. I’m not. 
 
 [She slowly approaches him. Her breath is foul . She puts her face close 

to his] 
 
Woman Ah- your breath is warm, your eyes on fire. We don’t have many of your 

sort. Why have you come? Are you stupid? 
 
Arthur I’ve come to find my parents. 
 
Woman Why? 
 
Arthur I wish to see them- to speak to them. 
 
Woman Why? 
 
Arthur I- its not your business. 
 
Woman Then I can’t help you can I?  
 
Arthur Nor did I ask for your help. 
 
Woman Nor shall you have it. Go- can’t you see I’m busy-washing. 
 
 [She begins to wash the clothes. He begins to walk away, but doesn’t 

know which way to go. He returns. ] 
 
Woman Did you find them? 
 
 [She washes an item with a dragon embroidered upon it.] 
 
Arthur Who’s clothes are they? 
 
Woman So many come- so many- red faces. Why? Why do they bleed so much in 

the world above? Why do they fight-fight -fight -like there’s nothing else to 
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do? Can you tell me-why I should be burdened with so much washing? At 
my age? 

 
Arthur The washer at the ford. I’ve heard of you-in stories.  
 
Woman We don’t like blood and sweat down here boy. We like clean clothes. A 

fresh start- if you will. Someone has to do it- someone has to. Wash, 
wash, wash. Forever.  

 
 [She washes a finely wrought golden helmet] 
 
Woman The last one to come this way-were a King.[She laughs] 
 
Arthur Give it to me. 
 
Woman Who are you to order me? I, who have been washing at this ford before 

memory was made.  
 
Arthur  Forgive me. This King-his name was Uther Pendragon? 
 
Woman Who are you boy? 
 
Arthur I am Arthur. His-- 
 
Woman Arthur?  
 
Arthur I must find this King-and his Queen, and I must speak to them.  
  
 [The woman looks directly at him] 
 
 I am their son. 
  
Woman Go home Arthur. Go home. 
 
Arthur I can’t. I’ve run away from home, and will never go back. 
 [He picks up the helmet] 
 My Father? 
 
Woman Fell off his horse. Very -upset- he was. You don’t want to find him. No. 
 
Arthur But I must. 
 
Woman Why? 
 
Arthur To speak to him. 
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Woman Why? 
 
 [Silence. ] 
 
Woman He is not, what he was. He has become himself, truly. That is the nature of 

the Otherworld.  
 
Arthur I don’t understand. 
 
Woman You’re too young. 
 
Arthur But I will find him all the same . With or without your help. 
 
Woman And I’m too old. Too ugly. I can’t help you- but your mother can. She’ll  

know where your father is. 
 
Arthur My Mother? 
 
Woman Oh she were a beauty. And still is. She did not stare at me- like others do.  
 
Arthur You remember her? 
 
Woman I remember them all. She had a dress of silk and lace, silk and lace. How 

carefully I washed it clean. And she paid me for my trouble. See. 
    [She takes from her neck a silver torque] 
Arthur It’s so heavy. 
 
Woman And so worthless- down here. But a gift-is a gift. Give it back. 
 
Arthur Will you take me to her? Show me the way? 
 
Woman I cannot leave this place. 
 
Arthur Please. 
    [A strange sound far distant] 
Arthur What was that? 
 
Woman Who knows? A dragon perhaps, there’s a new one every day. 
 
Arthur I cannot go alone. 
 
Woman Are you afraid of being alone?  
 
Arthur No. But- I have never been alone before. Cei-- 
 
Woman And who is Cei? 
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Arthur No one. Only you can help me now. Please? 
 
Woman Please, please, please. Do you think I’m ugly now? 
 
Arthur No. 
 
Woman Hah. Liars always make good kings. Answer true. 
Arthur Yes- you are ugly still- but not so much as when I first beheld you. 
 
Woman Hm.  What will you give me-the washer at the ford, in return for my 

assistance? 
 
Arthur I have nothing to give. 
 
Woman Then I may set my own price? 
 
Arthur Anything. 
 
Woman Your mother waits on the island where apples grow. It lies across a mighty 

stretch of lake. I will take you across , --in return for one kiss, here on my 
bobbly lips. One kiss is that too much to ask? 

    [He turns away] 
Woman Then go alone. 
 
Arthur I will pay the fare. 
 
Woman Do not betray me Arthur. One kiss is all I need. 
 
Arthur I give you my word.  
   [She fetches a small chest, and when she opens it a   

 golden light shines from within.] 
 
Arthur What’s this? 
 
Woman Transport. 
   [Out of the chest she brings a small golden boat with   

 sails and oars.] 
 
Arthur Forgive me for saying , but isn’t  this boat-a little small? 
 
Woman Close your eyes boy. Properly- now  be still- and think of yourself standing 

at the helm of this golden boat- think hard-a soft breeze blows by- and the 
sails come to life, to lovely life. Over the velvet water we glide-like a 
dream. Think hard boy-think hard. 
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 [A wind blows and a full image is created of Arthur in the boat. When it is 
realised he can open his eyes. He gasps- and cries out excitedly.] 

 
Woman To Avalon. 
 
Arthur To Avalon. 
 
 [ Music rises.] 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

End of Act one 
 Act two. 
 Scene Six.  
 
Merlin Across the great grey lake they sailed 
 Arthur the boy and his strange companion. 
 Often she looked at him 
 And her eyes narrowed like a gorge 
 Full of fast water. 
 
Arthur Why are you crying? 
 
Woman I have pains- in my hands.It’s the nature of work boy. You could rub them- 

to ease the hurt? 
 
 [She holds out her hands but Arthur cannot bring himself to do so.] 
 
Woman Do not betray me Arthur. Remember your promise. 
 
Merlin The sky was light, above them 
 Though no sun shone. 
 The water was dark and slick 
 And deeper than time itself. 
 The old woman closed her eyes  
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 And sang  their journey on. 
 
 [The song makes Arthur sleep. As he sleeps the boat is magically 

deconstructed around him.] 
 
Woman To Avalon, to Avalon 
 Where the apples grow 
 And the maidens sing 
 Beneath the boughs 
 So beautifully. 
 In Avalon. 
 
Woman Arthur. Wake up boy . It’s time. Arthur? 
 
Arthur Is it morning? 
 
Woman Do they teach you nothing in the world above? Here there’s no morning, 

no night. Wake up. 
 
 [He rubs his eyes sleepily and is about to fall back to sleep.] 
 
 Why do boys of a certain age sleep like toads? Up lad- 
 See. We’ve arrived. 
 
  
 [Lights fully rise on the orchard of Avalon. There are no trees but apple 

blossom drifts across the space like snow.] 
 
Woman The orchard of Avalon. Wait here , she will come to you. 
 
Arthur Where are you going? 
 
Woman A private matter. Isn’t it? 
 
Arthur Where’s our  boat? 
 
 [She turns and holds up the miniature golden craft.. Then she retreats 

sitting in half light, her ugly face always visible during the next scene. 
Music of Avalon. Arthur turns toward the music and sees an Image of 
Igraine , his birth mother. She enters with several faery women who act as 
her handmaidens.  Their attire reflects the idea of  the orchard and their 
clothes always seem to move in a light breeze. Igraine is dressed 
beautifully , an idealised version of an Arthurian Queen, as visualised by 
the Pre Raphaelites.] 

 
Igraine Who are you? Why have you come to the eternal place? 
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Arthur My name is Arthur. I’ve come here to see my Mother,Igraine, who died 

when I was born. Is she here? I was told she--  
 
Igraine Arthur? 
 
Arthur May I see her--please? 
 
 [The woman slowly covers her face with her hands. She utters a low moan 

of grief.] 
 
Arthur Why do you cry? 
 
Igraine I cry to see my face, in your face. My eyes in your eyes. 
 
Arthur You?  
 
Igraine In life I was Igraine, wife of Uther Pendragon. Mother of Arthur--the boy---I 

never saw-- till now--- 
 
 [Arthur steps forward] 
 
Igraine Do not come closer Arthur. I am beyond your reach -your touch. 
 Why have you come? What troubles you? 
 
Arthur I don’t know. I- I’ve had so many thoughts- my head is on fire with them, 

yet now I’m here I hardly know what to say. 
Igraine You look so well. 
 
 [Arthur looks away] 
 
Igraine No? Tell me Arthur, did Merlin find a good home for you? He promised me 

he would. Why won’t you speak? Have you been cruelly treated? Tell me 
about the woman who has been your Mother-who raised you. What is her 
name? 

 
Arthur Gwyneth. 
 
Igraine Has she been kind? Has she loved you-Arthur? 
 
Arthur She lied to me. I trusted her. I trusted them all, and they lied. Who can I 

trust now but you? 
 
Igraine Trust Merlin.  
 
Arthur I don’t trust him.He wants something from me I can’t give.  
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Igraine He wants, what I want- for you. Accept who you are Arthur, 
 and then become the person you wish to be. The one I dreamed of.  
 
Arthur But  I cannot be King. Can I? 
 
Igraine That question, only you can answer- and once it is known-the sword will 

know it too- and come clear of the stone. 
 
Arthur That’s your dream? The dream Merlin spoke of? 
 
Igraine  My dream? I will show you my dream- 
 
 [She beckons to one of the women and a beautiful hand held Celtic mirror 

is placed before Arthur.] 
 
Igraine  Look into the mirror. 
 [Music] 
 Tell me what you see. 
 
Arthur  I see--a beautiful land-fields full of wheat, and cattle. People are working 

the fields. There’s a river , so clear , I can see the trout -and there are 
boats upon the river and fine music.  Music- like-- and above the river 
there’s a castle. I’ve never seen such a castle before.  How could such a 
castle be? 

 
Igraine Look through the walls of the castle.  
 
 
Arthur There is a great chamber- with carvings, of dragons, and beasts from the 

Otherworld. And  there is-  a table- as round as a full moon. And at the 
table sits a man with greying hair, but I cannot see his face-- 

 
Igraine Turn the mirror Arthur. 
 
 [He turns the mirror  around and gasps .] 
 
Igraine You Arthur-the king-merciful and fair. This is my dream , that one day out 

of the darkness there will be born a time of  light and peace .It will not last 
for ever,  but it will be remembered always and it can happen , there in the 
world above if you make it so.  

  
  [The music of Avalon shifts slightly, Igraine turns as her handmaidens 

beckon her.] 
 
Igraine My time with you is running short Arthur.  
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Arthur Wait-wait--don’t go--I have so many questions.  
 
 [She smiles] 
 
Arthur Why? Why did you die?  
 
Igraine You’re angry with me? 
 
Arthur No- I don’t know.  
 
Igraine There are some things in the world above over which we have no power.  
 
 [Again the handmaidens beckon.] 
 
Arthur Don’t go. Please. 
 
Igraine I died giving birth to you. I had no strength to stop it.   Who knows, if I had 

lived if fortune would have smiled on us-on you. A castle can be a cold 
home.  

 Accept all that has occured Arthur. 
 Accept who you are. 
   
Arthur I do not accept anything. I do not accept your answer.  
 
Igraine Then go to your Father.  Ask him. He will tell you ,If he still has a voice to 

speak with. Even in life he was better at roaring.  
 
Arthur Did you -not love him? 
 
Igraine Go to him, but be careful, he is no longer as he was in life. Now he 

breathes fire and all who come near him, he will endeavour to destroy. 
 
Arthur He breathes fire? 
 
Igraine Where do you think dragons came from Arthur? They come from the souls 

of men. 
 
Arthur You’re lying to me. 
 
Igraine Then go to him. Find out for yourself. 
 
Arthur I will go. I will. 
 
 [He turns away] 
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Igraine Arthur?  You'll need more than your bare hands. 
 
 [Music, slowly the hand maidens  give Excalibur to Igraine who then  

presents it to Arthur .] 
 
Igraine Its a gift , a sword forged in this world , a sword that cannot be broken. 
 
Arthur Excalibur. 
 
Igraine The sword is for your protection only, use it wisely, and before you leave 

the Otherworld  return it to me and one day- it will find you again. Arthur? 
  
 [He is so enamoured by the sword he does not see her fade away] 
 
Igraine My son. 
 
Arthur Igraine? 
 
 [The Music fades. His gaze returns to the sword which he now practises 

with, as if with a new toy. A light now rises on the Washer at the ford.]  
 
Woman Be careful with that thing. 
 
Arthur Why? It can’t be broken. 
 
Woman It must be returned before you leave. Don’t forget. 
 
Arthur How could I?  I will remember every moment as long as I live. 
 
Woman That’s what they all say. 
 
Arthur Come-we will return to the other side of the lake. Prepare the boat. 
 
Woman I cannot go with you. You must go alone. And I must  stay here- on the 

shores of  Avalon -caught between the worlds forever- unless-- 
 
 [She suddenly convulses with pain] 
 
Arthur What is it?  What’s the matter? 
 
Woman My hands. So much wringing and washing- forever and ever.  
 
Arthur If you’re you not well we can wait--- 
 
Woman Oh? Do you need me Arthur?  
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Arthur  How else will I find my father? You are my companion. 
 
Woman How sweet. 
 
 [The handmaidens have returned and wait. She looks at them.] 
 
Woman But it’s I who need you. You must keep your promise Arthur.  
 
Arthur My promise? 
 
Woman One kiss-is that too much to ask.   
 
 [He backs away] 
 
Woman Don’t betray me Arthur- keep your word---as a king would. 
 
 [Slowly- he moves forward and kisses her.] 
 
Woman Thankyou Arthur. Many have  promised one kiss-and many broke their 

word. Not you. Now I may rest- no more washing for me. 
 
 [Music \song suddenly becomes fast and the handmaidens dance round 

and round her.] 
  
 To Avalon, to Avalon 
 Where the apples grow 
 And the maidens sing 
 Beneath the boughs 
 So beautifully. 
 
 [Dancing happily she waves to Arthur. They exit- a sudden silence.] 
 
Arthur Don’t leave me- alone. Where should I go?How should I find the way? 
  
 [ Arthur is alone. The warm ambience of the Isle vanishes ] 
 
Arthur Merlin? Merlin? 
 
 [A light rises on Merlin.] 
 
Merlin I’m here-Arthur 
 
Arthur I can’t see you. 
 
Merlin But I’m with you. You need help? 
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Arthur No. Yes. How shall I reach the shore? 
 
 [Merlin makes a spell and a sequence of lights dot the stage] 
 
Arthur What are they? 
 
Merlin Stepping stones, of a kind.  Step the stones Arthur. 
 
 [Arthur begins to step across.]But be careful. Fall in and the lake will not 

release you. 
 
 [Arthur takes another wobbly step] 
 
Arthur Where do the steps lead? 
 
Merlin To the other side where lives the Giant, Rhitta. 
 
Arthur A giant?  [He nearly falls in] 
 
Merlin  Rhitta of the Beards .He’ll help you find your Father. 
 
 [Arthur is about to take another step.] 
 
Merlin That is if he doesn’t eat you first. 
 
 [Arthur wobbles again-then he hears the giant’s hammer striking an anvil.] 
 
Merlin You’re afraid but now is not the time for fear. Step the stones Arthur. Can’t 

you hear the Giant’s song? 
 
 




